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Price: 488,000€  Ref: ES169671

Villa

Mil Palmeras

3

3

131m² Build Size

265m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

New Build Villas 900m From the Beach!!!Is a new project consisting of beautiful villas in

a fantastic location in the popular Mil Palmeras.The villas have 131 built square meters

on two levels plus the roof terrace where you have plenty of space for sun loungers,

patio furniture and beautiful views of the surrounding area.On the ground floor there is a

bright living room with open kitchen, a double bedroom with fitted wardrobe and en-suite

bathroom and guest toilet. From the living room and bedroom there is direct access to

the garden and pool.The upper floor has two options, one with two bedr...(Ask for More

Details!)
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New Build Villas 900m From the Beach!!!Is a new project consisting of beautiful villas in a fantastic location in

the popular Mil Palmeras.The villas have 131 built square meters on two levels plus the roof terrace where

you have plenty of space for sun loungers, patio furniture and beautiful views of the surrounding area.On the

ground floor there is a bright living room with open kitchen, a double bedroom with fitted wardrobe and

en-suite bathroom and guest toilet. From the living room and bedroom there is direct access to the garden

and pool.The upper floor has two options, one with two bedrooms and the other with three spacious

bedrooms, all with built-in wardrobes. Both options have access from the bedroom to cozy balconies and two

bathrooms, one of which is en-suite to the larger bedroom.The villas have their own swimming pool and

parking space.Location villas:From the villas you can reach the wonderful sandy beach of Mil Palmeras and

the center within minutes, where you will find several nice restaurants, cafes and supermarkets.Within a short

drive you can reach several golf courses or the largest shopping center in the area, La Zenia Boulevard
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